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Evaluation and New Research Methods



Agenda

John Horton
Zoom talk

Q&A after talk

Second half of class:
5 minute break

Project milestone (April 7)

Current events discussion

→ Ending at 3:45



Project Milestone

Due: April 7th
Short document (1 to 2 pages) covering:

● The research question you’re tackling in your project
● An overview of your progress so far in the semester on the project
● The plan for the rest of the semester
● Any obstacles you are facing



Project Milestones - Upcoming

Presentation dates: 4/26 & 5/3
We will assign your presentation date by next week & send details!

Overview of project, experiment results, then open time for classmate/instructor feedback

We don’t have class on 5/10 and final write-ups will not be due until mid-May.



Current Events

Signatories:

Yoshua Bengio
Gary Marcus
Steve Wozniak
Elon Musk

… and 5,938 others

+ Future of Life Institute

Quick show of hands:

Who here has already 
seen/read this letter?

Link

https://futureoflife.org/open-letter/pause-giant-ai-experiments/


Current Events

Link

https://time.com/6266923/ai-eliezer-yudkowsky-open-letter-not-enough/


Current Events

AI is “planning”... Visualize an entire alien civilization, 
thinking at millions of times human speeds, initially 
confined to computers

If somebody builds a too-powerful AI, under present 
conditions, I expect that every single member of the human 
species and all biological life on Earth dies shortly 
thereafter.

If intelligence says that a country outside the 
agreement is building a GPU cluster, be less scared of 
a shooting conflict between nations than of the 
moratorium being violated; be willing to destroy a 
rogue datacenter by airstrike.

Make it explicit in international diplomacy that 
preventing AI extinction scenarios is considered a 
priority above preventing a full nuclear exchange, 
and that allied nuclear countries are willing to run 
some risk of nuclear exchange if that’s what it takes 
to reduce the risk of large AI training runs.

“If we go ahead on this everyone will die, including 
children who did not choose this and did not do anything 
wrong.”



Background

“Planning for AGI”



Who is helped by hype/fear cycles?

Who is helped by doomsday predictions about AGI?

Who is harmed?

Techno-critical scholars have warned about hype and 
fear cycles in tech long before the recent wave of AI 
advancement.



Responses to the letter

Among the research cited was “On the Dangers of Stochastic 

Parrots”, a well-known paper co-authored by Margaret Mitchell, 

who previously oversaw ethical AI research at Google. Mitchell, 

now chief ethical scientist at AI firm Hugging Face, criticised the 

letter, telling Reuters it was unclear what counted as “more 

powerful than GPT4”.

“By treating a lot of questionable ideas as a given, the letter 

asserts a set of priorities and a narrative on AI that benefits the 

supporters of FLI,” she said. “Ignoring active harms right now 

is a privilege that some of us don’t have.”

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3442188.3445922


Influence Can Impact Policy



What are more immediate concerns of AI? 

Source: https://twitter.com/SashaMTL/status/1638568071022493698

Automated Weaponry
Disinformation and Deception

Homogeneity of 
Language/Culture

Misuse in Policing + Medicine + Credit Scoring + 
Education + High-stakes decision making

Exacerbate Inequalities



Andrew Ng’s response
The call for a 6 month moratorium on making AI progress beyond GPT-4 is a terrible idea.

I'm seeing many new applications in education, healthcare, food, ... that'll help many 
people. Improving GPT-4 will help. Lets balance the huge value AI is creating vs. realistic 
risks.

There is no realistic way to implement a moratorium and stop all teams from scaling up 
LLMs, unless governments step in. Having governments pause emerging technologies 
they don’t understand is anti-competitive, sets a terrible precedent, and is awful 
innovation policy.

Responsible AI is important, and AI has risks. The popular press narrative that AI 
companies are running amok shipping unsafe code is just not true. The vast majority 
(sadly, not all) of AI teams take responsible AI and safety seriously.

6 month moratorium is not a practical proposal. To advance AI safety, regulations 
around transparency and auditing would be more practical and make a bigger difference. 
Let's also invest more in safety while we advance the technology, rather than stifle 
progress.



4:30 today at Harvard





Let’s discuss

What do you think of the 6-month pause letter?

How do you think we can better mitigate the negative societal 
impacts of these developments?


